My Walk 3 – Short But Energetic!
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This is a great medium length walk that takes in a lot of nice park features without being too long.
As with my other walks there’s an opportunity to join it at different points – I actually start and finish from home so don’t ‘start’
and ‘finish’ using the same entrance. It uses good woodland paths throughout, with no really difficult patches, although it does,
like a lot of path, have a good bit of rise and fall. Length – approx. 40 minutes…give or take a few minutes.
It also passes a lot of points of significant historical interest along the route – please refer to
http://www.fomp.co.uk/history/index.html for more information on points around the route. There are also official trails around
the park (4 of them) all of which have trail leaflets. These are available from the Visitor Centre.
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Start your walk from the main gate head downhill towards the main Park
car park, going passed the car park and the Visitor Centre to the junction
with the path behind the bandstand.
If you haven’t already, take a good look at the replica horse gin next to the
Visitor Centre – in a few minutes time you’ll see a great example in the park
of where this mining technique was used.
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Now – pay attention! Do NOT go straight on down the hill. Do NOT go left
behind the bandstand. This next bit is a bit tricky, but follow your nose and
look out for the path!
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If you look carefully there’s a path going into the trees. Take it, go around
the tree and left, away from the bank.
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Look carefully, you should see a path going downhill through the holly
bushes. It does get quite close to the holly, but I promise there is a way
through, and without getting pricked!
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Once through the holly bushes, look out for the main path crossing
diagonally in front of you. Take it going right. After a few paces you pass
another holly tree on your left, and there to your left is a lovely example of
a shaft, which we are sure was supported by a horse gun. You can see the
doughnut with two breaks in it, and the obviously squared off top of the
shaft. The shaft would have been toped with a structure like the replica we
have outside the Visitor Centre, with the horse / pony entering the area
through the two gaps in the shaft mound. After you have had a good look,
rejoin the main path going slightly downhill.
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After a few paces you pass another holly tree on your left, and there to
your left is a lovely example of a shaft, which we are sure was supported by
a horse gun. You can see the doughnut with two breaks in it, and the
obviously squared off top of the shaft. The shaft would have been toped
with a structure like the replica we have outside the Visitor Centre, with the
horse / pony entering the area through the two gaps in the shaft mound.
After you have had a good look, rejoin the main path going slightly
downhill.
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Now, pay attention! After about 75 metres, the path forks, with the main
path carrying on straight down the ridge-line. Ignore it. Take the left-hand
fork and start diagonally down the ridge.
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Half-way down from the top of the ridgeline, you cross the sunken shaft
mound. Once you can see, spot the left turn ahead and a bridge across the
stream at the bottom of the ravine. Keep going down the hill – watch out,
this bit is a bit steep.
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After about 20 metres, turn left down to the bottom of the ravine and cross
the bridge. Head back up the other side of the ravine to reach the main
carriageway. Half-way up you have an option of going left or right around
an obstruction – try and go left if you can.
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If you’ve gone left, you should come out opposite the path you need to
take on the opposite side of the carriageway that goes on up the hill.
Otherwise you may need to turn left uphill for a few paces to get to bring
the path into sight.

Take the path up the steep hill, going through the tightly packed trees at
the top of the hill, and arriving at the edge of the Clearings.
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Arriving on the Clearings, look out for the airstrip and for flying planes,
flying model planes! Look diagonally left and strike out across the grass
heading for a gap in the trees. After a few paces an information stone
should become visible ahead – head for that for the story of what
happened when full-sized aircraft were flying here.
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Once you have had a good read, resume your journey to the north-east
corner of the field. Then head down the corridor between the old trees on
the right and the new trees on the left, now growing into a proper wood of
their own. Half-way down you will notice a lovely enclosed corridor that
stretches all the way through the new wood. This takes you back to paths
you can follow towards the Visitor Centre, but we are carrying on down the
main corridor (or is it snicket!?).
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At the end of the corridor, spot the gap in the trees in front of you, going
through it into the trees and through to the re-join the main carriageway
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Cross over the carriageway on a good path to join another good path on
the treeline.
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Turn right on this path and head east on a good path that extends around
to the left, passed a big bird feeding station on the right to Nick’s View on
your left and the site of Middleton Lodge on the right.
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Nick’s View commemorates our former Chair and Trustee of the Friends
Nick Rose, in a spot that we know he enjoyed. It looks towards the centre
of the Park. If you look carefully you should be able to see the memorial
bench in front of the screen of trees that protect the main Park centre. The
structure holds other points of interest around the Park and local area.
This is a good opportunity to explore the site of Middleton Lodge and the
Rose Garden, which is a good point to stop for a tranquil and well-deserved
rest on one of the many benches. After you have had your fill, head back
out to the path that runs passed Nick’s View and head on away from it,
heading now south east alongside the Rose Garden
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Turn left onto the main carriageway
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If you parked near to the Historic Entrance you could turn right here, or if
you parked near the main entrance or Visitor Centre (the main car park),
carry straight on, going passed the ‘Top of the Town’ cottages and a red
park gate.

